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INTRODUCTION
The article "Deutchtum and Amerid" by Prof.
Brown of the Catholic University, Washington, D. C.
is an excellent study proving the growing German in·
fluence in the cultural and educational spheres of the
United States.

As the Society for the Prevention of World War III,
Inc., considers Prof. Brown's article as a very valuable
contribution to inform the American public about the
German propaganda in the United States, we have
obtained permission from the author and the editors
of the "Journal of Legal and Political Sociology" to
reprint Prof. Brown's article.
The penetration of America's cultural and politiCal
life With German propaganda is one of the most effect·
ive means of PancGermanism 1n its struggle for world
domination:·
Without the political and economic backing given to
Germany in the United States, she would have never
been able to prepare so thoroughly for the present
onslaught. The resurrection of German ·power is due
to a large extent to the systematic activity of well
organized pro-German groups which have exerted grow·
ing influence on the political, economic and cultural
life of the United States during the last ~~J~·

.·. -

We shall be very grateful to our readers if they
would give us further information on any pro-German
propaga11da activity wherever they find it. This information will be kept strictly confidential if desired.
Soct)!TY FOR THE PREVENTION OF WoRLD WAR III, INC.
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DEUTSCHTIJM AND AMERICA
by

JOHN

L.

BROWN

To TRY to analyse in detail a "national character" is usually a vain
and futile business. It is an evasive quality which tends to evaporate
in discussion, but remains, nevertheless, very real. Nations, like personalities, do have dominant traits which appear early and persist, through
diverse exterior forms, to the very end.
Germans, for example, were early obsessed with the idea of the
Volk, of an organic Deutschtum, quite different from the normal conception of the politico-juridical state. It has been one of the prevailing
motifs of their political thought and constitutes one of the outstanding
symptoms of the mental derangement which has long affiiced them. 1

)

Even in the early 16th century we have a flood of tracts claiming
that the Germans had been divinely selected as the fourth of the world
monarchies predicted by Daniel, the greatest of European peoples. This
"Ur-dentschtmn" has a whole line of theoreticians and defenders, including Peutinger, Wimpheling, Luther, Melanchthon, Sleida:n, and a great
number of forgotten minor figures.'
1
Verrina, The Germ.m Mentality, London, 1941; C. Brinitzer and B. Grossbard, Germans vs. Huns, London, 1941; Peter Viereck, Metapolitics, New York,
1941; Harold Butler, Tbzr Lost Peace, New York, 1942, are representative of
the superabundant commentary on this subject.
2 Cf. F. X. Wegele, Geschichte der deutschen Historiographie seiJ dem AufIre/en des Huma11iimus, Monaco, 1885. Melanchthon, in his tremendously influential Chronicon Carionir says, for example: "God has endowed the German
people with a signal honor in willing that they should control -the continuation
of the Roman Empire and be the chosen guardians of Europe." Likewise he contends
(with later German historians following him) that the Empire of Charlemagne
Was a German Empire and not French. Sleidan, one of the mOit _nationalistic
of the German Reformation hi.storians, wrote in 1588 a universal history within
the. framework of the "Four Monarchies", De quatuor -JJ;mmis imperiis libri Ires,
where he underlines the _historical destiny of the German nation as the protectors
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The exaltation of Deutschtum is not a Nazi innovation
abiding tendency of German thought. The theoreticians of the Third
Reich are simply echoing the ideas that they had studied in school, of the
classic writers of their race. If Hiiber in his Verfamtilgsr-etht des grossde11tscbe11 Reirlies1 asserts that "The German people forms a closed com:
munity which recognizes no national oorders" he can lind supportin
Fichte. Gottfried Neese, Herbert Scurla, Friedrich Beck arid the countless
other apologists of Blood and Soil have brought nothing new or .IDique;
they have simply vulgarised what they already found in their national
tradition.

111e developrnent of the ide-~::. which we comrnonly label as Nazi·

can be traced in the works of the o"tstanding German philosophers and
hi.storians througlhJUt the nineteenth century--we have been proYided

with an abundance of citations in books about Nazism to show that there
is a line which passes from the Teutonic Knights, if you wish, through
Luther, to Herder, Schlegel, Giirres, Schelling. Hegel states baldly that
the indi,·idual cxi;ts for the state and not the state for the individual:
"The Yolk as state is the spirit in substantial rationality and direct reality,
hence the absolute power on earth."'
Some elements of fichte were also exploited, rather through conscious n:isinterpretations, as selections as Ficbte fur beute• testify. His
works provide many passages which have a quite different sense. Those
leading to Pan-Germanism, to totalitarian economy and to nationalistic
Volkstum were the only ones which became influential in contemporary
Germany. Adam H. Muller in his Ueber Konig Friedrich II (1810) declares that "the great federation of European peoples which will come
some day as sure as we live, will also bear German hues, for everything
great, fundamental, and eternal in all European institutions -is . certainly
German." These themes engaged nearly every German writer and thinke.r
of prominence throughout the nineteenth century~ Friedrich List, Wagn.~r.
Nietzsche, Treitschke, Ranke. H. S. Chamberlain, writing to Kaiser
Wilhelm II' rhapsodized: "And because the German soul is indissolubly
linked with the German tongue, the higher development of m~nkind
is bound up with Germany, a mighty Germany spreading far across
the earth the sacred heritage of her language and imposing herself on
others. . . God builds today upon the Germans alone." G. M. Soloveichik, in New Europe'" has sketched in succinctly the development of
Deutschtum in the early twentieth century-~friedrich _Naumann, author
of mille/europa, which projected a "multimembered brotherhood" of
states under German influence; Tannenberg with his "Greater Germany;··
Moeller van den Bruck; Spengler.
of Europe and as a superior race, the worthy successor to the universal Roman
Empire. This work was used in Germany as a text book even until the beginning
of the 19th century, according to G. Mertz, Schu/wesen der del/lichen Reformation

(Berlin, 1902), p. 333. In 1700 it was translated into French and employed
as a school book for the instruction of Frederick the Great's father.
3
Grundlinien der Phi/osophie des RechJs (Stuttgart, 1938), p. 441.
'ed. Ludwig Roselius, Berlin, 1938.
~See Wickham Steed, "Pan-Germanism" lnlemational Affairs (XVII, Sept.Oct. 1938). pp. 667-668.
• G .. .M. Soloveichik, "Pan-Germanism," Neu• Europe (III, July-August, 1943,
pp. 19-21.
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Anti-Nazi, Pro-German

Hence it is not surprising that a German who is staunchly antiHitlerian may not necessarily be "anti-Detitschtum" at ali. In fjict, it is
only the rare exceptio~ who can put resoluteiy behind him, with a real
effort of the will, the centuries-old Prussian preoci:upations for the realisation of the dream of the "Greater Germany." As Andre Cheradame
states :8 "La disparition de Hitler ne supprimerait pas le peril pangermaniste. Ce danger reside non dans un homme mais dans Ia mentalite du people allemand." In a letter to the New York Times of July 4, 1943, H. T.
Kohlhaas, who describes himself as a "German-American" expresses
the opinion that whether liberal, communist, socialist, etc., every 'German
is a Pan-Germanist; that even refugees, while usually sincerely antic Nazi,
are saturated with objectionable and dangerous Germanic philosophy and
hold exaggerated views about German might, German cultural and
scientific contribul'i9ns, and· German organisational gen:ilis.
It is a fact that' many "of the inost prominent German exiles (with
a few notable exceptions) whether Aryan or Jew, reveal in their speeches
and their writings a tendency towards Pan-Germanism; sometimes consciously, sometimes unconsciously, sometimes marked, sometimes faint,
but inevitably perceptible. Otto Strasser is an extreme example of the
convinced and militant Pan-Germanist. Denied entrance to the United
States, he now lives in Canada and occasionally contributes articles to
American reviews. ·In "\Xlhat About Germany After the War" • he pleads
for a German federation (with the understanding that this would
1

Berlin, 1939.

8

Defeme de /'Amerique (New York, 1941), p. 21).

• Calholic World (156, Oct. 1942-March 1943), pp. 268-275.
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become the dominant force in Central Europe.) He warns against any
attempt to dismember Germany. He is also eloquently certain. (from
another recent article in the C.ttbolic· W or!d) that re-education by
.German anti-Nazis will be able to transform the hardboiled and fanatic
Hitlerjugend. It is clear that Strasser is preparing himself in the hope
that he will he able to play an important political role m postwar Germany.
However, as Ernest P. Pisko writes in an article "'Free Movements and not
50 Free,'' to "It would he entirely erroneous to consider Strasser an antiNazi because of his more recent actions. He is merely anti-Hitler, and
this from personal motives.. . . The~e can be no question that ~
movement in which a man of Strasser's type holds power IS anytlung
hut a free movement."

Prince Hubertus zu Lowenstein, former German youth leader and
anti-Nazi, has been very active in this country, lecturing in many umversities and frequently contributing to newspapers and magazines. In
"Union Now \'V'ith Germany" " he protests against any dismemberrr:'ent •
of the present German state; "Germany should consist of those regiOns
which are genuinely German, Austria included." He defends the cause
of the "good German" in insisting that Germany and Nazism cannot· be
equated. "Perhaps it is because there are no Italian exiles who would
be so vile as to identify their country with Fascism and who would
advocate the destruction of Italy, while there are unfortunately Germans
who have adopted this vile attitude towards their native land." His letter
tn the New York Timei of August 22 is even more significant as an
indication of how even the sincere Christian anti-Nazi cannot escape
th~ strain of the Pan-Germanism. He insists first of all on the democracy of the German masses. These "good Germans" should not be
punished. "While a civilian cannot question military necessity, the
student of history may say that the periods immediately after the overthrow of a despotic administration are those wliith usually lend themselves most readily to the rebirth of national democracy. If in the .Axis
countries that opportune moment shoufd be allowed to pass unused or
the impression created that benevolent foreign Gauleiters will take over
where the native left off, a great chance for democracy will be missed.
Under the shadow of foreign bayonets, no democracy strong enough
to stand on its own feet can develop." All this adds up to the fact that
there should be little if any Allied military occupation of Germany, that
the task of rehabilitating and governing should be placed in the hands of

10

n

The Cilrhtian Century (February 18, 1942), p. 213.
American Mercury (53, July-December, 1941), pp. 546-55l.
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a "Free German Committee," composed of exiled nationals.
at once a bid for powe; and a plea for an unpunished Genna~y. 12
An article such as that of Wolfgang zu Putlitz, "Your Getnia·n
American Neighbor" 13 is more obviously brazen. Connected with the.
Nazi legation at the Hague until 1939, the author assures us that h~ -has'
not taken out first papers and does not intend,to. His role is to protect
the German-American against the prejudice of his neighborsand to dispel
any fears which we might have about a: German Fifth Column, which
he can characterize, even after the fall of France as "the great .bugaboo
of our age."
Until the rise of the Nazis, Count Coudenhove-Kalergi was widely
recognised as the chief of a movement in favor of "Pan· Europe." On
the surface, the program was an e"i:remely attractive one. However, it
should be remarked that since Russia, as an "Asiatic power" and England
as an "extra-continental power" were both ruled out, Pan-Europa could
have been dominated only by Germany .. In fact one observer has said
that Count Coudenhove-Kalergi tried to achieve. without war for Weimar
Germany what Hitler's Germany attempted by force of arms. Since
1941 he has resumed his activities in the United States, with less of an
anti-Russian tendency, for reasons which are very apparent. But there
are no basic differences between "Pan-Europe~ and the new "Europeali
Union."
Eve·n a superficial examination of the articles written in the course
of the past three or four years by anti-Nazi exiles will confirm the
trends which have been indicated above. The old themes of PanGermanism, with certain variations of a political sort, recut again and
again in the writings of Rauschning, of Friedrich Stampfer, Paul Hagen,
others.
Wilhelm Sollmann,: ~nd

many

III

The "Two

Germt~niei"

All this is closely bound up with several extremely important issues
whicl1 will affect the whole future of Europe and America.
Can w'e recognise tl1e validity of existence of the "Two Ger.manies"
the good democrats and the Nazis? ·
What will be done with Germany when hostilities end?
12 On the unfortunate inadvisability of using Germ11n exiles for ··such rehabilitation, see V. M. Dean "What Future for Germany," Foreign Policy Reports
(February 1, 1943), p. 285.
13 Harper'1 ( 184, Dec. 1941-Feb. 1942), p. 322-28.
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These two questions are asked and re-asked in public rliscus~ion
and in the press. Naturally, the anti-Hitlerians in exile are very anXIOUS
to convince the Allies that it is the Nazt cnnunals who are solely
- responsible for the war and not the German people. Sud1- a distinction
is both· dubious and dangerous. Undoubtedly, there 1s In German}' a
relatively passive group who lind Hitler and his works reYolting, but
this does not justify us in treating the German natwn as a thmg apart
from the policy of its leaders. It is true that the leader influences the
actions of the masses; buS it is no less true that the leader comes from
the masses and expresses their spirit and their aims. Every people tends
to get the government and the leaders which they deserve._ Professor
F. \Xi. Foerster has devoted his life to combattmg Pruss1an1sm and
militarism and he sees Nazism as an authentic manifestation of "Deutschtum." In the IV all Slreet Joun~<tl of March 29, 19·H, he writes:
"In any case it is a most misleading idea to differentiate the German
people from the Pan-Germanistic madness of their Pruss ian and. Teutomc
leaders. \Ve have to do with a kind of national drunkeness, \v1tl! a real
mass infection, produced by a century of Prussian propaganda, poiso:Oing
the entire people by systematic lies. Therefore, only a deeply penetrat1':'g _
'de-lousing' and re-education can lay the basis of the New Germany...
cured of her national megalomania--.l people which have abundantly
proven that they are not able to resist the madness of their leaders
must be put under a long guardianship-this is the only 'just peace'
which can be offered to the German nation."
There has always been a tendency in this country to rlistinguish
between the "good German" and the Hun, between the "good German"
and the Nazi. This distinction arises from several factors. In the first
\X!orld War we did not inunediately witness the devastation of Belgium
and the north of France. In this one we did not undergo the merciless
bombing to which England was subjected, or the savage occupation which
the Russians have endured, or the wholesale murder and devaStation
done with insane fury in other occupied countries. For the Englishman
and the Russian, for the Pole and the Czech, the Norwegian and the
Greek, it is difficult if not impossible to take such a distinction seriously.
Here is a Polish opinion: 14

"It should be borne in mind that: (1) Hitler was and is supported
by large masses of the German people. The Nazi movement in spite
of its reactionary character was and is a popular one, the Volksbewegung
as the Germans call it. (2) The Nazi and German military madune
u Feliks Gross, writing in the New Europe (July·August, 1943 L p. 3.
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· employs hundreds of thou5ands of people who have shown brutality and
cruelty unprecedented in modern times, in dealing with their opponents
particularly the peoples of the occupied countries. According to the
Umted Nations_ Ioformation Committee in London, 3,400,000 people
were murdered rn ocrup1ed countries before the end of 1942.- For thismany Germans share the criminal responsibility, ,(3) The first two points :
md!Cate that the destruction of the Nazi mad1ine will not automatically · ·
produce the democratisation of the German masses."
·-_
IV- Detlfuhtmn- iu the UniteJ·ftateJ
Large numbers of AmericanS of German ancestcy have retained, to
a g:eater or lesser ~egre~, an abiding feeling of their race. They have been

actn·ely abetted m th1s by the activities of the VDA, the German
language press in this country, and the numerous (some 20,000 it has
been eStimated) German clubs and singing societies. The great wave of
-German emigration which came to this country' after the political fermentation of 184~ was. composed of German democrats who, by and
lar~e, were ~cceptmg extle for the sake of their liberal opinions. Their
achievements, the considerable role whim some of them played in the
development of this Republic has created ·a favorable atmosphere for
the perpetuation of the idea of the ''Good German" versus the "Bad
Nazi."
V.

The German Tradition ilz'the UniversitieJ

Furthermore the culture_ of Germany has always exercised a consid•
erable influence_ in tf1~ .tJnited_ States, especially during the nineteenth
century. To examine one sphere which is particularly· relevant for this
study, the American system of advanced education has been preponderantly German in its origins and traditions. Until the foundation of
Johns Ho~k~ns there v.:as ho "graduate work" properly speaking. Many
of the ongmal Hopkins faculty had done tl1eir advanced studies in
Germani During the rest of the nineteenth century and through the
early years of the twentieth, a German doctorate was almost a "marceau
oblige" in a successful American academic career, The "elders" of the
American universities were, for many years, the products of seminars
of Berlin, or Bonn, or Marburg. They were imbued with t11e idea of
the superiority of German Wissenschaft, perhaps sine~ they had invested
their own intellectual capital in it. They tended to regard French· uni·
versity life as something frivolous and "literary," while English univer-
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"But there is, there is," exclaimed Helga with
expenses
formed and radiating face. "I have the money. to pay the
hateful
for both of us. : .. What do we care for the people ·in. this
.
.
country?"
Then Helga took his sound right hand into both her own hands
the next
and like a shout of exultation it came to her lips: "We'll take
happi-.
boat-out into the sun-to our ~orne country~to freedom -to

s.·
sities were considered the pipe-smoking haunts of an idle upper-clas
for
Even professors of Romance languages often would by-path Paris
with an
Berlin and would return to the United States speaking French
l
authentic German accent. Hence, academically, a kind· of intellectua
vices of
Pan-Germanism ·began to· t~ke root: Many of the virtues and
an
American research can be traced to Germanic origins---order, method,
footexhaustive handling of detail, exact documentation, respect for the
note, the cult of the_ ·qu·antitat!ve.
VI

The GermaJ/ LaiJguage PreSJ

the
This admiration of Teutonic culture aided in differentiating
looked
German immigrant from the Latin or the Slav, who were usually
For
down on, aided in making him much more persistently German.
generain a country like the United States, where the second immigran t
and to
tion has usually tended to lose the national traits of the parents
German
the
country,"
"old
the
of
language
the
and
mores
abandon the
·Middle
group has been remarkably tenacious. In some sections of the
almost
West there are communities where until recently German was
·
foster:<J.
has
press
language
foreign
German
The
as common as English.
papers
this feeling. Up until the time of the declaration of war, these
are one
were openly anti-British and isolationist. During the war, they
necessary
been
has
ce
surveillan
Constant
control.
of the most difficult to
pubto prevent the inclusion of subversive materials. In some of these
used
lications, official Office of War Informati on releases, when they were
printed
at all, were printed in Latin type, while the rest of the paper was
of
in Gothic, in order to make sure that the readers were welt aware
anti(an
ng
Volkzeitu
Neue
the
in
published
article
An
.
the difference
U.S.A."
Nazi weekly) called "A Nazi World of Fairy Tales in the
In
gives a clear picture of the situation which existed until recently.
no
is
there
)
American
sturdily
be
to
claim
which
of
(all
these papers
Instead,
attempt at all to introduce the readers into Americ~n life.
Take
they present nostalgic, Pan-Germanistic visions of the "homelan d."
serialized
was
which
Welten"
"Fremde
novel
a
from
passage
fantistic
this
in the
by the Detroit Abemlpos t only last year. This passage appeared
in
installment of November 22, 1942. The novel has its setting
Australia:
". . . So you would be willing to return to Germany if you had
the means?"
un"0 there is nothing that I long for more desperately. But
t."
fulfillmen
no
is
there
which
for
wish
the
is
fortunately it
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ness!"
For generations German Americans have built up in their minds
a fantastic vision of- the mother country, at once be{lutiful and wronged;
isationa!
th~ seat of the -highest ~~lture and the greatest scientificand~orgaii
in an
stated
,
journalist
young
a
still
was
he
when
Davis,
skill. Elmer
Germanarticle in the Forton in 1915 that the fatherland to which
NeverAmericans felt themselves so strong1y attached was a kind of
Germany_
liberal
the
that
added
he
when
right
quite
was
He
neverland.
from
of the conception of many German-Americans was entirely different
Germany
_ the Germany of Wilhelm ll-and entirely diffruent from.the
of today.
of
These and other factors make large portions of the population
or more
the United ·States curiously susceptible to the "Pan-Euro pean"
do with
bluntly Pan-Germanistic solution of the problem of "what to
less
Germariy." Our approach to the whole questio[l has been much
e
experienc
closer
muCh
a
have
who
British,
the
of
that
than
realistic
with the· Nazi state. 15
Neither France, England, or Russia. has any taste Jor a solution
the master of Mittelwhich would re-instate the "Good German"
europa.

as

...

..,-_

VII G~r;lum Area Study rJtld itJllllportallce
We are already preparing, in the form of the Foreign Area Studies
200
which the Army Specialised Training program has set up in some
combat- the notion of the "Two
15 It is not only the Vansittartites who
passed by the British
Germanies'' as a basis for post:war negotiation. A resolution

York Times of
Labor Party by a majority of 1,083,000 (reported in the New
policy of their
June 18, 1943) stated that the Germans who are opposed to the
peace-_ would be
government flCC a Very small minority, am~ that no permanent
and her "spirit
possible after the war unless Germany was completely. disarmed
in -~e ~ew
of aggressive nationalism completely eradicated." Brenda~ Bracken,
York Times of August 28, is intransigent.

In replying to those ·~si~ly p~op~e" who·

as to the folly of
are talking about educating the Germans in the post-ward period
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oi our colleges and universities, the reply to this central question oi the
treatment of Germany after the war."
\X'e are now training some 100,000 soldiers in the language, history,
c1JStoms, psychology. political and economic structure of v;1rious foreign
countries. They will be the ones who will carry out the details of the
American: occupation and rehabilitation of post-war Europe. In their
hands rests the practical outcome of our attempts at a resolution of the
German que,tion. In umpuses from New Brunswick to Berkeley, classrooms are crowded with young men who are following these courses
111 area study. For its concrete influence on the course of history, this is
perhaps one of the most significant movements in large-scale education
wlJJdt has ever been undertaken. The attitudes whim these students acquire, the directions in which their thought is directed will fix important
trends not only tn German IJJstory but in the history of all of Europe. It is
1mperat1~·e that they acqmr~ sound and democratic ideas about the problem of Europe, that they should not be led astray, in their good will and
m the~r 1gnorance of the complexity of the Old World, by teachers who
are not thoroughly \·crsed, both in the American tradition and. 1n
European background.
VIII

Tbe Problem of Teaching Persomzel

To. fi~d t~achers of this sort is admittedly very difficult, because
the speCiahst wtll not suffice, because an integrated "area study" of this
type has seldom been tried in the American universities. Few Americans,
who ha\·e a broad ;md deep knowledge of European problems, in addition
lo a sound American formation, are still available were never available
in fact, in any large number. Tite needs of glob~! war have long sine~
dramed many of them into the intelligence services of the Army and
Navy, the State Department, and into the wartime federal bureaus sum as
the 0\X'I, the OSS, the OE\V, etc. Most of those who remain-are
>pcc•al"ts 111 some branm of the philology or the early history of the
area concerned, who know all about Vincent of Beauvais but nothing of
-~var, h.-: v..-oulJ nominate Air Chief MarshaU, Sir Arthur T. H
·
b
educator" on that subject.
arns, as.. the est
1

.
': For a brief description of this Foreign Area Study program, see The Herald~rrbunt! fur S~nday, August 29, 1943. In addition to this program which is de-~lgneJ for t:nltsted men and "is not an officers' training school although many of
the gra~.uate~ ma.y become ..offic{"rs later," there are various centers for more ad·. :tnc~d foreign _area study for officers, such as those at Yale and Harvard and
_

:he Xhool for Military Government at Charlottesville, Virgini;L
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Otto Abetz, who know the history of the rise of Proven~al poetry; but
nothing of the rise of the Nazi party. They certainly conid not be
expected to render the most efficient service· in this ar~a. study. U~Jess
care is exercised "area study" can easily break down mto ·conventional_
classroom teaching of lhe language of the country studied, with ~orne
accessory lectures on history; geography, and social featUres, Sum a
formation, geared to pre-war days when there was t-ime for superfluous
or irrelevant information whim would have no immediate political or '
social consequences, is conipletely out of place. today, when the. prin·
ciples taught in these Foreign Area courses must be put m_to practice ~y
those who take them. The future .reputation of the Umted States m
Europe will in part depend on decisions that thes~ students :'ill take.
For they will be in continued and intimate contact wtth. the foretgn populations, '"both in waging the war and in maintaining the p:ace."
We must not have too many illusions about the quahty_ or the
extent of the previous preparation whidt these students have had ·for
for.eign area study, in spite of the fact that they were.selecte~ fro"? Ar~y
trainees who had scored 115 or over in the Army General Classification
test and had some knowledge of a foreign language. Many do not speak
the language of .the area in which they will be called upon to work
with any real ease or fluency. Some are almost a-political or a~ ~st given
to provincialism as far as the tangled skeins of European political m~ve
ments are concerned. They are often willing to believe anything plaustble
whim they are told. Theyknow they must conquer Germany, but.~ey
have little idea as yet what ought to be done with it. Many are w~mg
to take the easiest solution offered~the minimum of American mter.ference{the restitution of Germany to the "good Germans" who will
elect deputies and ever~ne. will ,Jive happily for ~ver arid~ ever-{)r at
least until these "good Gerinans" have been mystenously metamorphos~d
into Nazis and the whole structure will come tumbling down once agatn.

IX

Tbe Get"man P,-ofessors in Exile

Jt is clear that· the old line foreign-language teamer can be utilis~d. in
such foreign area studies only to a limited degree because of the ltmttation in his own training and experience.
.·
.
.
There remains, however, a whole group· of tead1ers, who are
extremely eager, for any number of motives, to step in and ~sume an
important role in the Foreign Area Study courses.. They, compnse a very
mixed assortment of t\le qualified and the unqualtfied, the clever and the
obtuse, the sincere and the frankly opportunistic. Since 1933, they have
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formed an e,·er-growing problem in the American university,· a problem
which has not yet been studied frankly and honestly, although it is of
real importance in any attempt to analyse the recent sociology of learning in the United States. This is the group of the German professors
in exile. Tl>ere is no place here to assay the many" contributions to
American academic life, which such exceptional minds as Einstein,
Cassirer,. Panofsky and others have brought to this continent. Nor can
we detail the problems and the tensions which have been created in giving
a marked preference to this group over other European scholars. This
can be sociologically explained, but not justified, by the aforementioned
two factors--the part Gernun scholarship played in the formation of
American universities and the considerable number of German Americans
who persist in their "Deutschtum." Something should be said, however,
about the implications of their influence in the teaching of foreign area
studies and their indoctrination of the students who will carry out the
work oi American occupation and reconstruction in Europe.
What are some of these implications? There is the likelihood that
they will instruct their pupils, whether consciously or not, to think in
terms of a Pan-Germanistic Europe, veiled as "Pan-Europe"- o{ under
'orne other tag. They will teach the danger of the disarmament of
Germany, of the necessity of preserving intact the economic and sorcia-1·
structure which the Nazis have built up in Central Europe. 17
They will insist on the need of preserving· German strength in
order to prevent the "Communization" and the "Russification" of
Europe. They will teach the essential differences between the "good
German" of Goethe, Beethoven, Thomas Mann and the Nazi. They will
even claim that the majority of the German nation was always anti-Nazi
.md anti-Hitler, but that they were forced to support the Party. But
granted such a spineless population, which followed a leader in whom
they did not believe, there is no guarantee at all but that in twenty-five
years a new Hitler will arise to force the people into submission once
again." To subscribe to this doctrine of the "innocent German people"
after the political crimes committed by them and their leaders, is to

subscribe to a kind of moral anarchy, which completely abandons any
belief in free will and moral responsibility which is the basis ofany

t-: See the article, ''To Solve the German Problem-A Free State?" of Upton
Sinci.Jir, in the New York Times, August 14, 1943.

"\\'. F. Foerster, '"Germany Ruled by the Nazi Spirit," New York fle'"ldr,.ibiiJU, July 3, 19·13: '"In Germany the dynamic minority commands the nation's
d~~tinr. Therefore, it is no use to stress the peaceful type even if the peaceful
.lfe. in the majorit}'. They were never a serious factor when it came to shapi_ng the
natton's fate . . . What is the aim and purpose of telling· the victims of the ruthless
German type that there live innocent sheep beside the German wolves?"
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organised society.
And what has been the record of the "academic man" in:Germ":"y
during the past ten. years? The Universities, possessed of_ a ~rest1ge:
which is unknown in the United States, could_ have been bastions of
resistance against Hitletism. Unhappily, the pro(es~orial clas~ revealed
itself incredibly supine and irresponsible in the face of Nazt pressur~. ·
The Catholic and Protestant clergy were infinitely more courageous m
insisting ;n' the dignity of man and the rights of the individual conscience against the all-Inclusive demands of the State. Some professors
went over completely to the Party, taught even classical phil?logy. from
a pure National Socialist point of view, converted. the sooal snences
into a fanciful mythology of "Rasse." Others kept s1lent and hoped for
the best. They remained quiet, perhaps did not ":'holly ~pprove, _but
offered little or no active resistance. After all, theu pensiOns were at
stake. The academic pension in Germany had the_ ~_arne f~tal and anesth~tizing effect on the university group as the ~v1l Serv1ce and ar~y
pensions had on French official classes, who somet~es support~d _Petam
simply because the Vichy government offered to contmue the~ stt.~nds.
u n dou btedly, there were professors in the German umvers1t1es
who
d . 'tu 1 n
resisted whole heartedly the throttling of intellectual an spm.. a · _1 e.
On the whole, however, their behavior could be labelled a_s a trah1son
des clercs."' They felt it was possible to appease the Naz1s. They felt
that by sacrificing intellectual integrity and :honesty they . could save
their pensions. In the end many foundtha~ in sacrificing honor to keep
jobs and pensions, they lost jobs and penstons too. ~at lesson ~hould
have been made abundantly clear~ by tile events of th1s war: to g1ve up
principles in the
Jf'mainta:ining things ends by the loss of both.

hopt

Such is the record of a troublingly large group in the German
professorial classes.'"
They pose essentially the same problem as that of the Germ.an ~pie
as a group. If the Nazis actually compris':d such ~ sm~ll mmonty. of
the population: why has the Underground g1ven so httle s1gn of activity,

l
j
l

1l

t9 A serious studr of the reaction of the Universities to- Nati?nal ~~ialis~
would be very worthwhile. The use of uoivers~ty. profess?rs as mstrum~nts ~~
German propaganda abroad was particularly s1gmficant m~ the prom_o.t.to~
"Franco-German'' relations, in which Sieburg, Abetz and others were partu:~lirly_ _

active.
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why there has been such slight indication of any popular resistance? :w
th '_'<'by di,d the~ professors consent to nazi:y their courses, to abandon
~ e highly 'aunted objective of German soence in order to prostitute
It lor the most sord1d poht1cal purposes? Perhaps it was the "timidity"
of the academic mind. Perhaps it was a tacit agreement with some of
the ~~"~~rmoples of NatioMl Socialism which Hitier was presenting
m a popular" form. Perhaps it was a lack of conviction and a lack of
belief 111 liberalism and democracy which made professorial resistance
Io Nazi pressure so feeble.''
.
At any rate, the German professoriat, in spite of striking exceptions
not ~a grou
· h 111Splfes
·
·
~IS___
~
P wh IC
.the most~_ complete~.confidence."' They•

<Jbjected 'to the violence with whidt the Nazis deprived them of their
jobs and of their pensions. But large numbers, it is dear, were secretly
or subconsciously convinced of the basic tenets of the .Nazi creed-the
superiority of the German people, the bankruptcy of liberalism; the
exaltation of violence and the "feeling of the blood," a revolt against
the rational and the intellectual, a thirst for national expansion. \Y/ e
find no group coming forward to carry on the tradition of the "Gi.ittingen

2·1 Julian Huxley OfJ. cil p
30 ti
one-Jifth of the Gt:r~an prof... · . t es( mbates that by the autumn of 1937 about
e:s~ona e
a out 2 500
) h d
. .
It IS very significant that the four-fifths who
. persons
a been dismtSsed.
intolerable situation It must I b
d rematned made no protest against this
non-Aryan ancestry ~ho had b:eso e n?te thac so~e were dismissed because of
the Universities.
n promment champJOns of National Socialism in

Sieben."
It~ is this class which ·is now aruiious to influence or direct the
education of the American soldiers who will be assigned to work in
Germany and to aid in the carrying .Qut of Alli.ed plans fo{ occupation
and rehabilitation. Miss Dorothy Thompson, in replying in the American
Mercury (June, 1943) to the article of Kingsbury Smith "Our-GOvernment's Plan for Post-War Germany" (in the Mercury of April, 1943)
protests against some of the details of these plans which seem to her
unduly harsh ; she states that we are preparing "gauleiters" to take over
in a conquered Germany. It would be ironical if the te{m should take
on an unsuspected exactness and our foreign area wurses for Germany
should tend to produce a group that should have accepted, by and large,
the principles on whicl1 a Pan-Germanistic Europe would be based.
These courses are charged with dynamite, have the potentialities
to do tremendous good or tremendous harm. They can be essential in
the formation of administrators who will work towards the introduction
of democratic ideals into the poisoned sy~tem of Germany; or they can
produce a group which is in unconscious agreement with ~ the PanGermanistic trends which persist in so many anti-Nazi ~exiles. Every
possible· precaution must be taken that the material presented in these
courses represents a faithful im.age of-the official policies of the United
Nations and not the indiviJmil interpretation of an anti-Hitler proGerman. Basic sources and required readings should be provided by the ·
government itself, in order to make sure that German area study" does
not become another possible instrument of "Deutschtum," a means
which would contribute to the losing, rather than the winning, of the.
peice. Regular official inspection by native Americans who know. both
Germany and the traditions of their own country, should not be
neglected ; these inspectors should not only attend classes at regular~
intervals but should chat informally with the trainees, to determine the
channels in which their thought is being directed, as well as to check
on the fluency they are acquiring in the lang11age. Otherwi~e Germans .
who remain strongly German in spite of being anti-Nazi, will attempt,:.
with the best conscience in the world, to do everything in their power
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to convince their pupils of the necessity of preserving German unity.
and strength in post-war Europe. As E. T. stated in a letter to the New
York Herald-Trib11ne (April 11, 1943):
''These attacks against unconditional surrender as well as other
facts are proofs of a mobilisation of sympathy for the German people.
In my belief, all those German anti-Nazis who are expressing such ideas
Jre but Pan-Germanists. They have but one goal: to save German unity.
They are strong opponents of any kind of dismemberment of Germany
ofter the war. I heard even the other day one of these people telling an
Ameriun forum: 'Prussia was the strongest bulwark of democracy.' "

X

TbemeJ to AFoid

Granted the present situation, precautions should be taken that
themes such as the following (which are being elaborated with increasing
frequency in newspapers and reviews) do not bulk too large in the
presentation of German area study: "The two Germanies ;" formation
of a "Free German Committe" for re-education and rehabilitation; the
organisation of a Pan-European Federation in which Germany would
play a leading part; the preservation of the German economic organization
qf Europe; the punishment of Nazi criminals by the Germans themselves;
resistance to the idea of "unconditional surrender"; the insistence on
unique German contributions in science, arts, letters.
llte campaign to perpetuate the myth of "the two Germanies" has

heen one of the principal efforts of the anti-Nazi pro-Germans both
in this country and in England. It provides the ideological foundation
on which their detailed proposals for the solution of the German problem
rest. On these grounds, in "News from Germany" (September, 1942),
the periodical of the German Social Democrats in London, the continuous
bombing of the Reich is deplored since "the workers are well aware
that this is a war against Hitler and not against the German people,
and the Nazis rejoice whenever English bombs dropped on working-class
districts promise to shatter this belief.''
Hence it is argued that the Allies should make haste to form a
"Free German Mm·ement" that can take complete charge of the task
of re-education, rehabilitation, and whatever chastisement may be necessary. Prince Hubertus zu Loewenstein is eloquent in his support of
such a movement. In his letter to the TimeJ (August 22, 1943) already
quoted he writes: "German national committees formed abroad could
do a work that no foreign military or civilian administration could ever
achieve.'' He implies that the very notion of training American soldiers
to act as an ariny of occupation and rehabiliation is a tragic error.••
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Following also from the "good German" motif, is the plea:. that
11! the European nations must s.hare the responsibility for the .. war.
"Germany Tomorrow", a recent publication of the American: Friends of
German Freedom, rea~rms the position that Germany was not responsible
for the last war; it admits that in the present confliCt the problem is .
"different" but asks whether there is not a joint r~sponsibility for the
underlying reasons that led to the· erilergence of Hitler and the victory ·
a£ Fascism. Friedrich Stampfer, in Netu Em·ope (July-Angust, 194~,
p. 14) relieves the German people of responsibility for ~azism: "Neither
the leaders nor the people of western democracies wanted to figbt for
the freedom of Europe.'' Gerhart Seger writing in tbe same periodical
· (p. 17) follows the same line: "But at this very point, alr.eady, fail
to see all the guilt on the side of Germany. The Inter-Allted Mthtary
Control Commission in charge of carrying out the military clauses of the
Treaty of Versailles did not support the Weimar Republic, whid1 wanted
to make Germany a civilian democracy."' 6
As a means of reintegrating the "Good Germany" into a European
order, there has been much emphasis· on the need for a Pan-European
Federation. "If this is a war of liberation," pleads Paul Hagen, ''there
ought to be a d~mocratic solution not only for the liberated victims but
for Germany too.'' He disapproves of any solution whim would seek
security "in a drastic reduction of German strength by at least temporary
dismember~;nent and by the preparation of a longcteim occupation government." He proposes a democratic federation, . something on. the line· of
Count Coudenhove-Kalergi's plan. 'The proponents of sud1 plans, however, do not give enough consideration to the possibility that such ·a
continental federation would sopn_ con)e under the .domination of a
militaristic, Junker Germany.·~ Linked with .this idea offederation are the
arguments in favor of preserving the Nazi economic organization of Cen-

!.

25 See also the various letters of Mr. Fritz Ermath (New York Thnes, _~ug1._1st
29, 1943 and the New York Heralii-Tribtllle, August 1943) together with the able
answer of F. W. Foerster, (New York Times, August 28, 1943).
20 Seger's arguments about the Wei_mar Republic should be c~nfronted with
the statement of the for:rner chancellor \V'irth who wrote in the Luz~mer T ageblall,

December 5, 1937:

"As to German rearmament, Hitler simply continued the work

which was begun by the Weimar Republic. The great diffic!llty was that our efforts had to be concealed from the Entente. I always had to appear polite an~ harmless . : . The treaty of Rapallo permitted. us m~litary ex_p~riment~ on. Russ1~n- ~~r
ritory. \X'hen Hitler came to power, he had to occupy l~tmself only Wlt~l.the quan~
tit of the army. The quality was due to out work, smce the real mthtary reor-

ga~ization

had been brought about by the Weimer Republic."
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tral Europe. Nothing would be more ideal as an instrument for the main-·
tenance of Pan-German domination.
Admitting that the Nazi criminals should be punished, there
. is a growing campaign in some exile groups that such punishment be
carried out, not by the Allies, but by the German people themselves.
The Neue Volkszeiltmg (Oct. 10, 1942) editorialises: "'In view of the
steadily growing brutalities of the Nazis, President Roosevelt has considered it necessary to declare publicly that the United Nations after the
war will appoint international commissions in order to judge all the Nazi
criminals in regular courts. We believe that it should be much wiser
if this judgment were passed by German courts, naturally after all Nazis
the ranks of the German judges."_"
ariCfliaTf-NazisliaYe beenexpelled
This is simply an invitation for the Germans to repeat the ""punishment'"
whid1 they inflicted on their '"war criminals'" in 1918. The Allies presented a list of some 900 criminals who should be tried before_ an
international tribunal. Germany refused to consent to this, but agreed
to punish the guilty before a Supreme Court in Leipzig. Out of a list
convicted. All of these
of 4 5 names, 12 were actually tried, and only
were gi,·en insignificant sentences. 21

from

six

XI Conclusion
In general, the drive for a negotiated or ··soft'" peace should be
counteracted. The Casablanca program provided for unconditional sur·
render. If Germany managed to win a negotiated peace, the infuriated
peoples of Europe who have for years been crushed by Nazi oppression
would take their own vengeance--and none could blame them. There
is being lauod1ed (in this country as well as abroad) a large-scale
effort (to use the expression of F. W. Foerster) for the '"mobilisation of
sympathy"" for the Germans. It is significant to note the growth of such
organisations as the American Friends of German Freedom, which pub·
lished ··rn Re: Germany·· and the National Council for the Prevention
of War, whose bulletin ""Peace Action·· is edited by Frederick J. Libby.
RepresentatiYe Clare HotTman of Michigan in a recent "Town Meeting
of the Air"" (reported by PM, August 15, 1943) advocated '"collaboration·· with the enemy. ""War pursued to the bitter end is a human tragedy
and the sooner we can stop it the better... A prominent anti-Nazi exile
has labelled the demand for unconditional surrender as '"essentially undemocratic and aggressively un-Christian." The technique of '"mobilising
sympathy" 'vas well worked out after the last war, and the same methods,
zt Sheldon Glueck, Trial and Punishment of the Axis War- Criminals," Free
November, 1942.
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refined and perfected, are being put into operation now,- in order to
salvage as much as possible of German resources for the ''next· war"
which Goebbels is already promising the German nation. Even Dorothy
Thompson exhorts us "to salvage Germany." Unless we are very careful
Germany will succeei:l only too brilliantly in salvaging herself.. A representative of one of the European subject nations, Dr. Alexander Loudon
of Holland, in a broadcast on August 19, has· envisaged the situation
very clearly. '"The Nazis will do the same thing they did in 1918. No~
as in August, 1918, they are staging defeat . . . and preparing for the
next war. . . . I sincerely hope that the Germans will not be allowed to
surrender until they are completely crushed, until their Army, Navy, and
Luftwaffe are individually whipped and their wartime- commanders made
to sign a document of defeat and unconditional surrender." The campaign
for a "soft peace" is furthered by the fear that is being fostered by the
Pan-Germanists that a thoroughly disarmed Germany will open the way
for_ the '"Communization" of Europe. There is the possibility that ·the
generals and the big business men in Gerinany ran deal with Russia,
if the conditions of Britain and the United States are too harsh. It is
to the advantage of the Nazis to create as much suspicion as possible
among the Allies about the post-war settlement of Germany. Un.til there is
agreement on this point, the enemy still has a valuable card up his
sleeve.
Such trends must not go unnoticed. Every effort should be made
to control them by means of a careful choice of instructors, by the use
of reliable texts and readers, by frequent inspection by competent authorities. And there is always the additional danger that the foreign area
courses may be used not only to present partisan political ideas but even
to fo.rward personal poJitiEal-.fortunes. At any rate, the whole program
is much ·too important 'n~i: ·to be carefully. controlled and co-ordinated.
In the case of certain large centers, where there are competent and experienced faculties, well-stocked libraries, and previous experience in· the
organization of studies of this sort, there is in general no reason for any
inquietude. In smaller colleges and universities, however, where a
faculty of "regional experts" has been hastily assembled, where library
facilities are often inadequate, where there have been no anterior experiments in presenting language and area studies, there is always the danger
that a pro-Germao anti-Nazi could· exercise a decisive influence on the
tone and content of the training program. In such cases, we should be
rehabilitating Germany, not for a lasting European peace, but for. the
waging of another war.

Catholic University of America, !IVashington, D. C. (On Lettve) ·
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Dear Mr. !ttrner:
Thank you for 70ur letter of Aprll 28,
1944, and its enclosures.
'lhe booklet,

11

Know Your EneJIT• which you

sent under separate_coTer, has been recei-ved.

J. w. l'ehle · ·
Zxecut1Ye DiJ"eoto:r

Mr. George Turner 1

ExecutiTe Secreta~,
s~~~~~ thneP!.!!!~~1on

1
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ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
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CHAIRMAN

LYLE EVANS MAHAN
VICE CHAIRMAN

RUDOLPH FLUEGGE
FREDERICK W. FOERSTER
C. MONTIETH GILPIN
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JULIUS L. GOLDSTEIN
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ISIDORE LIPSCHUTZ

;;= Refugee Board,

EMIL LUDWIG
ERIC MANN

? ehle,

St:octe Deparbwnt,
V,ashin;;;ton, D,G,

PETER B. OLNEY

HARRY L. SELDEN
PAUL WINKLER

Knowing your interest in the importan-t;'
events of the day, we are taki..'lg the liberty
of sending to you, by separa_1!_!3~5.i,),, a copy· v
of our new booklet entitled 11 Know Your Enemy 11
by T. H. Tetens , 1
-~~--------~------·----·This .:;ook has already beKt sent to nearly e·.rery representative of the Government ..in
Washington, D.C., and we hope that you will
read it with inte.rest - especially Chapters
8, 9 and.J,Q. 'iie shall also send you sa•nples
of the literature which we are distributing
and if, after fJel"llSal, you find tha·~ it ,night
be of importance to some of your colleagues,
we shall :~e gLtd to send them the same material
upon request.
:iou will find enclosed, a co1)y of our first
leaflet which sets forth the aims and the task
of· this group of well-infor:ned men who have
pledged themselves to combat the insidiolJs ,pr.o:-Gerraan propaganda in these ominous days.~• '
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only for mos t of us, but for all
To win Wor ld War II_ is a job not
_
of us.
not only for a few of us, but
To prev ent Wor ld War Ill is a job
for man y of us.
Will you be one of the man y?

WE NEED YOUR HEL P!

I

·'TWICE WITHIN TWENTY-FIVE YEARS. Germany has di•·
turbed the peace of the world.
.
·
Twice within twenty-five years, Germany-has stopped
at nothing to accomplish her final aim to enslave the
world bv force.
·
An incomplete knowledge of the Teutonic danger has
led many people to beli.eve that wiping out Hitler and
:"/a?.ism will be sufficient to secure lasting peace.
We made the same mistake with the Kaiser in 1918,
and we lost the peace!
The \reimar Republic was the convenient cloak .behind Jd,Ijch secret. rearmament was started the day after
the Armistice.
Unless the .nature _of the danger is thoroughly understood, the sallie maneuver would succeed again.
The forces behind Hitler-which are the same forces
that stood behind Wilhelm II, and previously behind
Bismarck-are ready to set up another false front and
to carry on their fight for world conquest.
The resurrection of Germany after the first World
War is due, to a large extent, to the systematic activities
of powerful pro-German groups in America which have
exerted a growing influence on the political, e~Q!Tpn;ric, • ·. ~
and cultural life in the United States ever ·since the
end of the last century.
Witliout the political, economic and ideological backing given to her in America, Germany would never have
been a}Jle to prepare so thoroughly for World War II.
Germany will be still nearer its goal for world domination ten or twenty years from now, in spite of her
military defeat. unless we learn from the errors of the
past."
---Excerpu of Prof. F. 11'. Foerster's address at the

Society /or the Prevention of World War Ill,
No<•Pmber 23, 1943.
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To'

SociETY FOR THE PREVENTION OF WoRLD

WAR III, INc.

A Non-Profit Organization

515 Madison Avenue

New York 22, N.Y.

Dear Sirs:

Realizing

~e

importance of your work and being in agree-

ment with the a!ms of the Society:

D Please send me your material so that I may he. J<ept fully
informed.

D Please enroll me as a member.

D

I enclose $................................. _ as a-contribution to your: work.-

Name .................................................................................................................................

Address ...........................................................................,...............................................
City....................................................................................... State......."·'··';.: ..:.............:.

~···
(

A Non Profit Organization
515 MADISON AVENUE

!AT 53Ro $TREETl

SUITE 828

NEW YORK 22, N. Y.
PLAZA 3 • 4985
ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
REX STOUT
CHAIRMAN

LYLE EVANS MAHAN
VICE CHAIRMAN

Mr. John w. Pehle
Treasury Department
Washington, D.C.

RUDOLPH FLUEGGE
FREDERICK

w.

FOERSTER

C. MONTIETH GILPIN
JULIUS L.. GOLDSTEIN

Dear Sir:

~?ORE_~T6--~
EMIL-L"UDWIG
ERIC MANN

PETER B. OLNEY
HARRY L.. SELDEN

PAUL WINKLER

The present Society has just been formed and
is now organized for an intensivE¥'campaign to offset the insidious pro-German propagande. which is
advocating a soft peace for Germany, for we feel
that unless we expend our greatest efforts in combatting such propaganda it will most certainly
result in paving the way for a militant Germany
and a further world war.
To people of your importance will fall the
responsibility in taking the necessary measures to
prevent our younger generation from being plunged
into another holocaust. For this reason we are
taking the liberty of enclosing our first pamphlet ·7e-.1J---j,~
which sets forth the tasks tha~ we have·undertaken :!____.!_-!_.~k-:..1..-land jlUr aims. An~ illuminating booklet entitled
"Know Your Enemy" na:s j:ust been recej,ved from the
printer and one of the first copies is being sent
to you by separate mail. Knowing your int.erest in
the vi tal problems. of the present day, we are sure
you will find this booklet more and more revealing
as our military victory approaches. You will find
it also an excellent book of reference and it goes
without saying that we should be most happy to send
a copy of this valuable book to any of your .fr-iends
or colleagues whose names you might indicate to us.
We would dr~w your attention especially to
Chapters 8, 9 and 10 and would be glad to hear
your criticisms and comments.

GT'rw
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~···
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